Work-Relay: Business Operations In-a-Box
What if you:
Could build a digital map of your business operations?
Had complete visibility over end-to-end operations?
Knew exactly who was doing what in real-time?
Were able to quickly adapt operations to changing
circumstances?
Didn’t have to worry about things falling through the
cracks?
Could manage processes, resources, and operational
projects in one place?

AND:

AND:

AND:

You could get all this on
Salesforce - without needing to
know anything about Salesforce?

It would be a comprehensive, unified,
out-the-box business operations management
system that you could configure to your unique
environment using drag-and-drop?

You could do all this without
disruption or risk, and without
forcing users to do use new
tools to get their work done?

If you had all this - would it help you to run your business operations better?
What is Work-Relay?
Work-Relay is a proven, comprehensive, enterprise-grade,
business operations management system and the only
unified, out-the-box system on Salesforce to systemize work
and dynamically manage and optimize complex business
operations and process-driven operational projects.

What are the benefits of Work-Relay?
With Work-Relay, managers have complete real-time visibility
that provides a thorough understanding of work progress,
operational status, and who is doing what when.
Shielded from the underlying complexities of your
operations environment, you can easily adapt processes to
changing circumstances. And you can maximize user
productivity by ensuring dependencies are managed and
enforced, and process gaps that result in errors and rework
are minimized.

Who uses Work-Relay?
Work-Relay clients include large enterprises like The Home
Depot, Mars Corporation, and Procter & Gamble, as well as
small and mid-size companies across 12 industries.

Typical use cases include installing fiber optics, managing
clinical trials, coordinating custom manufacturing, and
managing product design.

How do I implement Work-Relay?
Work-Relay is simply an application that is installed on
Salesforce. Once installed, you are ready to go. You can
have your first processes live in a couple of weeks.

Will I have help if I need it?
Work-Relay will help you get up and running and provides
ongoing support as needed.
Get started today and start reaping the benefits of having
your business operations under control!

Contact us for more info at
info@work-relay.com

